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A CASE STUDY OF EDITORIAL FILTERS IN FOLKTALES:
A DISCUSSION OF THE ALLERLEIRAUHTALES IN GRIMM*
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In the article on the ontological article of folktales which listed as no. 73 on this homepage, we argued that discussions of folktales would have a sound basis if we posited an ‘ideal tale’ which briefly exists in a unique ‘continuum’. In this continuum, ‘there is a narrative contract between a narrator and an audience at a specific place in space and time and in an oral dimension with a dynamic social interplay’¹. We also argued that once a tale is recorded, ‘filters’ begin to make their impact and that this must be taken into account.

In the present article, we shall discuss editorial ‘filters; specifically the changes, ‘orientations; which editors deliberately impose on a tale because they want to reach a specific audience. Our case in point will be the tale called Allerleirauh in the collection published by the German scholars, the brothers Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm (1812-1815).

The tale is found in an incomplete version in the earliest papers preserved from the brothers collection activities, and this probably explains why it has not been studied in depth before: but as we hope to show, it is not only highly illustrative of editorial filters, but it may also contribute to a better understanding of the brothers Grimm and their methods of collecting tales. However, to avoid getting embroiled in discussions of minor details between all the Grimm texts, we focus on only three tales by this name, viz.

1. Allerle Rauch (1810) preserved in the Ölenberger manuscripts;
2. Allerle-Rauch (1812) from the first printed edition; and,

They will be treated in detail, and therefore the tales are given in English summaries with references to the full German text. All quotations are direct translations of the German source text into English.

I. 0. The genesis of Allerlei Rauch (ca 1810)

The first tale is one of the so-called Ölenberger manuscripts, i.e. original manuscripts which the brothers Grimm sent to the German poet Clemens Brentano at his request when he planned to ‘publish’ some tales in 1810². Before sending them to Brentano, the brothers Grimm copied these recordings, for on September 12, 1810 Jacob Grimm wrote:

"He wants our fairytales and would render them freely in his own way and we cannot avoid it. We must definitely do it, but I think it is necessary to copy our collection, or otherwise it will be lost”³.

In 1972 H. Rölleke proved that the version of the ‘tale’ that Wilhelm Grimm sent to Brentano derives from a literary source: it is Jacob Grimm’s summary of a tale, Allerley-Rauch from Carl Nehrlich’s novel, Schilly (t. 1, Jena 1798, 144-154)⁴. This, then, means that the 1810 text was a far cry from an authentic, an ‘ideal tale’ - a fact which Jacob Grimm must have been well aware of.

I. 1. The full text of the Ölenberger Allerlei Rauch (ca 1810)

Allerlei Rauch is chased away by her stepmother because her own daughter is slighted by a suitor [ein fremder Herr] who has given the stepdaughter a ring as a token of love. She runs away and comes to the duke’s court where she polishes shoes; secretly and unknown she goes to the ball and eventually makes a
soup for the duke and places the ring under the white bread. Thus she is discovered and marries the dukes.  

II. 0. The genesis of Allerlei-Rauh (1812)  

The 1812 ‘ideal tale’ was recorded by Wilhelm Grimm on October 9, 1812. The narrator was the 19-year-old Dortchen Wild, the fifth of six children in the Wild household. Dortchen - who later married Wilhelm Grimm - supplied the brothers with several tales. Whatever its provenance, some special circumstances may have a bearing on the ‘ideal tale’ and the reading of it 6.  …// 14 …  

Firstly, Dortchen told Wilhelm one more tale the same day: Die drei Männlein’. Secondly, the brothers’ professed attitude was to change as little as possible in the tales recorded. Wilhelm’s Vorrede to the first edition claimed that ”We have taken pains to record these fairy tales as pure as possible […]. No detail has been elaborated or embellished or changed, for we have refrained from expanding legends - in themselves so rich - with analogies or remnants of their own mould; they are very deep”9.  

Thirdly, there was at this very time one especially good reason for recording tales as faithfully as possible: it seemed as if Brentano was actually about to publish tales in his free and poetic rendition. At this news, Jacob repeats the strictness and authenticity of the brothers’ own work in a letter of September 26, 1812: ”no matter how much [Brentano] edits and embellishes, our simple and authentic collected narrative will surely always outdo his”9.  

But when we compare the Ölenberger manuscripts with the tales actually published in the first edition, we note that they are heavily edited and expanded upon 10. Wilhelm obviously knew this, and it must have seemed a boon, suddenly to hear Dortchen Wild tell what seemed a very good version, perhaps something close to”the original, artistic Urform” of a tale of which he and Jacob had only the brief version quoted above: he must have greatly appreciated the superiority of this authentic version.  

Fourthly, Wilhelm was working under time pressure: the first part of the manuscripts had been sent to the printers ten days before - September 29, 1812; by October 30, eleven sheets were set; by November 14, Jacob assumed the book was printed; and it finally came out on December 2011. The 1812 Allerlei-Rauh was thus, literally speaking, recorded and rushed to press. There was no time for editorial tampering, and little wish for it in view of the impending publication of Brentano’s freely rendered tales. …// 15 …  

II. 1. A summary of Allerlei-Rauh (1812)  

Once upon a time there was a king who was married to the most beautiful woman in the world, whose hair was pure gold. Their daughter was as beautiful as her mother. Before the king’s wife died she asked her husband only to marry someone who was as beautiful as herself and who had hair as golden as her own. After a long period of mourning, the king’s councillors asked him to marry again. No messenger could find a princess equal to the late queen. One day, however, the king looked at his daughter. Realising that she looked like her mother, he felt he must marry her and told her and the councillors so. The councillors vainly tried to dissuade him. The wise princess demanded that he should procure her three dresses: one as golden as the Sun; one as white as the Moon; and one as sparkling as the stars - in addition to a coat made of thousands of furs. The coat was then made of fur from animals whose hides were pulled off. The king brought her the things she had requested. She told him she would marry him the next day. However, during the night she collected the gifts from her fiancé - that is: a gold ring, a little gold spinning-wheel and a little golden reel - put the dresses in a nutshell, darkened her face with soot, put on the fur, and walked out into a big forest where she fell asleep in a hollow tree.  

The next day the king, her fiancé, was hunting in the forest. His dogs found the girl in the coat of fur. She was caught and taken home with him. She was called Allerlei-Rauh. She was told that she was well suited for kitchen work, and she had to sleep in a sty without light under the staircase. She did all sorts of unpleasant menial work; and very well, so the cook often gave her some of the leftovers. But before the king went to bed she had to go
and take off his boots, which he then threw at her head.

Once there was a ball. Allerlei-Rauh wanted to see her fiancé and asked the cook for permission to go upstairs to look at the splendour. This being granted, she washed off the soot, took off the coat of fur, and put on the sun-dress. When she entered the ballroom everybody stepped aside for this princess. The king at once danced with her and thought that the unknown princess looked like his fiancée and wanted to question her. But she curtsied and left. She changed her clothes and returned to the kitchen where the cook asked her to make bread-soup, and to take care to drop no hair in it.

She made the bread-soup and finally put in the gold ring which the king had given her. When the ball was over, the king had his bread-soup. He thought it had never tasted so good, and then saw his engagement ring at the bottom. He wondered how it had got there and called the cook, who got angry with Allerlei-Rauh and threatened to beat her if she had dropped a hair in the soup. The king, however, praised the soup and was told that Allerlei-Rauh had made it. When she was questioned about her identity and her knowledge of the ring, she answered that she was only good for having boots thrown at her and that she knew nothing of the ring. Then she ran off.

At the next ball Allerlei-Rauh washed and dressed in her moon-dress. This time the king was convinced she was his fiancée, as nobody else in the world had such golden hair. But she disappeared, and back in the kitchen she put the golden spinning-wheel in the bread-soup. The king liked the soup even more, and was surprised to find the spinning-wheel he had given his fiancée. First the cook and then Allerlei-Rauh were called, but the king got no better answer than the previous time.

Hoping that his fiancée would turn up, the king arranged for a third ball. This time she put on her star-dress. During the ball the king put a ring on Allerlei-Rauh’s finger. The dance was prolonged, but in the end she disappeared and quickly changed her clothes for the coat of fur, but forgot to blacken one finger. In the kitchen she made the bread-soup and put the reel in it. When the king found it, he …/ 16 … called for Allerlei-Rauh. The king saw her white finger, clasped it and found his ring; he then tore off the coat of fur, and her golden hair appeared: she was his fiancée. The cook was rewarded. And they were married 12.

III. 0. The 1857 Allerleirauh

Jacob Grimm initiated the tale collecting but gradually Wilhelm took over. In 1812 Wilhelm prepared most of the tales for publication and by 1814 he was almost solely responsible for the second volume of tales 13. When the tales were re-issued in 1819 Wilhelm was in charge, and in his Vorrede he tells what has been done: thanks to new material and new information:

"the first volume has been almost totally changed; what was incomplete has been made complete, much has been told in a more simple and pure way, and you will find that most pieces have a better form […] As for the way in which we have collected it, we have primarily emphasized authenticity and truth. We have added nothing of our own contrivance, and not embellished the old tale with any detail or feature, but passed on its content the way we received it".
Wilhelm adds that "in the main, we are responsible for the expression and the presentation of the individual tale"; that not all dialect words had been preserved; and that all phrases unsuited for children had been deleted. And he says that it requires delicacy "to differentiate between what is corrupt and what is more simple and pure and yet, in itself, more perfect"; in other words the tales printed might be made from recordings of several 'ideal tales'. Wilhelm Grimm continued his 'revisions' through subsequent editions. This means that all editions, including the last one he gave out, in 1857, came ever closer to what has been termed Wilhelm's "ideal of a national narrative form suited for children"; or his efforts "to make the stories conform to [the Grimms'] notion of what a folktale should ideally be like". As mentioned, the version printed in the last edition of tales supervised by Wilhelm Grimm is our last text.

III. 1. A summary of Allerleirauh (1857)

There was once a king who had a wife with golden hair. She was so beautiful that she had no equal. When she was about to die she called for the king and made him promise only to marry somebody who was as beautiful as herself and who had golden hair like hers. The king mourned, but in the end his councillors said that it was necessary for the king to remarry so that they would have a new queen. Messengers searched in vain for an equal of the late queen. The king had a daughter who was as beautiful as her mother and who had similar, golden hair. When she had grown up, the king looked at her and suddenly felt an overwhelming love for her. He told his councillors he wanted to marry his daughter. Alarmed the councillors said that a father must not marry his daughter; that no good would come from sin; and that the realm would be drawn along into ruin. The daughter was even more alarmed but hoped to make her father give up his designs by posing him an impossible task: She demanded three dresses, one as golden as the Sun, one as silvery as the Moon, and one as sparkling as the stars, as well as a coat made of thousands of pieces of fur. So maidens wove the dresses and hunters caught animals and removed small pieces of their hides. The king had the clothes taken to his daughter and told her that they were to marry the next day.
Then the princess decided to run away. During the night she picked up her valuable possessions: a gold ring, a gold spinning-wheel and a golden reel; she put the dresses in a nutshell, donned the coat of fur and blackened her face. She committed herself to God and went far away into a large forest where she felt safe and fell asleep. She slept long into the next day and it so happened that the king who owned the forest, was hunting in it. His dogs sniffed at the tree and his hunters were asked to investigate. When they seized her, she said she was an orphan and begged for mercy. Calling her Allerleirauh, they put her to all sorts of kitchen work and gave her a small sty to sleep in at the royal castle.

Once there was a ball at the castle. Allerleirauh asked the cook for permission to watch it from outside the doors. When permission was granted she went to her sty, took off the coat of fur, washed her hands and face, and put on the sun-dress. She entered the ballroom where the king approached her, put forth his hand and danced with her, thinking that he had never seen anybody as beautiful as her. At the end of the ball she curtseyed and disappeared. She had not been seen by the guards outside the castle, as she had put on her disguise again and returned to the kitchen. Wishing to see the ball, the cook then asked her to make the soup for the king and to take care to drop no hair in it. She then made a bread-soup as best she could and put the gold ring in the tureen in which the soup was served. The king had never tasted such a good soup, and when he had finished it, he found the gold ring. As he had no idea how it had happened there, the king ordered the frightened cook to come up. The king asked him who had made the soup and he answered he had - but the king brushed aside his lie as the soup was superior to his. So then the cook had to admit that Allerleirauh had made it. When she was called in, she said that she was an orphan who was good for nothing but to have boots thrown at her, and that she knew nothing of the ring. So the king had to send her away.

After some time there was another ball and Allerleirauh once more asked for permission to watch it. This was granted, provided she made the king’s bread soup. This time she put on the silvery moon-dress, danced with the king, left without a trace, and then made the bread-soup in which she put the spinning-wheel. When the king found it, he called first the cook and secondly Allerleirauh, but was informed that she could be used only for having boots thrown at her and that she knew nothing of the spinning-wheel. At the third ball, she was again permitted to watch; this time she put on her star-dress. She danced with the king who thought she was more beautiful than ever. He slipped a ring on her finger. The dance was prolonged, so on leaving for the kitchen she did not have time to do more than put the coat of fur over her dress and she omitted to blacken one finger. This time she put the reel in the soup. And when the king found it, he called Allerleirauh. He saw her white finger, took her hand, and as she tried to pull away, the coat of fur opened so that the star-dress could be seen. Then the king pulled off the coat of fur, and her hair spilled forth, and there she stood in all her beauty. And so they were married 17. … /18 …

IV. 0. The changes in the tales

Conscientious editors of collections of the Grimm tales inform readers that the Grimms made stylistic and linguistic changes over the years, but usually stress that the contents remained unchanged, thus taking in earnest the brothers’ claim that this is so. There is almost unanimous agreement that the tales were improved 18. The wording may differ but the excuse has been that we cannot expect mathematical precision. Criticism has been fairly muted 19, until I. Ellis accused the brothers Grimm of deliberate fraud 20. We consider both positions untenable and suggest that a reasonable assessment can be made from a discussion of the tales in terms of ‘filters; especially the textual ‘orientations’ made by Wilhelm Grimm between 1812 and 1857. These orientations were determined mainly by the underlying ideology of the brothers, viz., that behind all tales that bear some similarity there was once one original artistic Urform which, by the 19th century, had sunk down to the common folk who preserved the tales 21. In the present context we are interested only in the ideology’s impact on the filters and orientations, not on whether it is sound or not.
And we use the Allerleirauh-tales - in the plural -, because they connect not with one, but with at least two ‘ideal tales’: The first ‘ideal tale’ was recorded in Carl Nehrlich’s book from 1798. The relationship of Nehrlich’s tale to the ‘ideal tale’ is unknown. We know only that by 1810, the brothers Grimm had a summary of Nehrlich’s tale. The second ‘ideal tale’ which was told to Wilhelm Grimm on October 9, 1812 by Dortchen Wild, can be approached by means of two recordings connected with it by means of different filters: the tales printed in 1812 and 1857, respectively.

We think it is impossible to distinguish between form and content, at least in the way the brothers Grimm did in their programmatic statements: the two are indivisible. Nevertheless, the division is a convenient expedient for facilitating discussion; and in the following we therefore differentiate between form and content, especially because the ‘linguistic changes’ in the Grimm tales are so widely recognized in Grimm scholarship.

IV. 1. Changes at the linguistic level

As mentioned, then, these changes have been noted by virtually all critics; accordingly we shall content ourselves with referring to only a few examples from the 1812 and 1857 texts: The title was changed slightly; obvious loan-words were replaced with less obvious ones; spelling was brought up to date; there is more direct speech in the newer version; and descriptions are expanded, often fluously (“the castle” becomes “the royal castle”). ‘Indecent’ expressions are toned down: in 1812 the king’s incestuous lust is described as “this ungodly enterprise” and “impetuous in his lust”; the counterparts, if any, by 1857 are “from his wicked designs”; “impetuous love”, and “wicked plans”. The flow of the tale is changed: in 1812 there are long sections and run-on sentences, connected para-

V. 0. Content differences

Despite the frequent scholarly acceptance that the brothers Grimm changed only style, many critics happen, if only in passing, to note changes that go beyond linguistic ones, like those listed above. There are major content differences in the tales under review. Despite their interdependence, they will be treated under separate headings for clarity and overview. And in order to avoid confusion we shall refer to the king who covets his daughter at the beginning of the tale as the ‘king-father’; and to the king who finds her in the forest as the ‘king-suitor:’

V. 1. Differences in presentation

There is slightly more presentation of feeling by 1857: here the king-father’s councillors are "alarmed" when informed about his incestuous plans; the girl is "full of fear" when found in the wood, and the king-suitor is "pleased" to see her at the second ball. In 1812, the king-suitor "hoped" to see her at the third ball, so the difference is small. The chain of events is clearer, and some descriptions are longer, by 1857: thus the daughter has grown up when her father falls in love with her and the dogs start sniffing "when they come up" to the tree in the forest, where … // 20 … the girl is hiding, respectively. The openings are, however, strikingly different, as the elements are introduced in another order: by 1857 there is no mention of the daughter until after the king-father has tried to find other brides. This rearrangement permits of an orderly progression in the plot; on the other hand, this late introduction of the crucial elements, viz., the beautiful daughter and her golden hair, weakens their importance. At all events the flow of information is not the same in the tales of 1812 and 1857.

V.2. ‘Realism’

At the descriptive level Wilhelm has tried to be more realistic by 1857: in 1812 the old queen had
"hair of pure gold" ("Haare von purem Gold"), but by 1857 this was devalued to "golden hair" ("goldenen Haaren")\(^{26}\). At the explanatory level, it is more realistic to have messengers sent "far and wide" to find a new bride (implicitly of any class) for the widowed king as in 1857, than to send emissaries to "all princesses" as in 1812; and to have "the most skilful maidens in his realm weave the three dresses" (1857) than to be told nothing about their provenance. Similarly, it is more reasonable to put things in the tureen in which soup is brought to the king, than just in the soup. And, of course, it is sensible that the 1857 princess should take off her coat of fur before she washes and then put on the sun-dress - instead of following the example of her 1812 predecessor who first washes, and then proceeds to take off her coat of fur on the same occasion\(^{27}\). In the eyes of the 19th century middle-class reader these changes made for more realism.

\section*{V. 3. Thematic differences}

As \textit{Allerlei-Rauh} from the Ölenberger manuscripts is a summary of a printed story whose relationship to an ‘ideal tale’ is obscure, many unknown filters must have been operative. On the other hand, the ‘ideal tale’ behind \textit{Allerlei-Raub} (1812) and \textit{Allerleiraub} (1857) was the same, and all filters here have been at the editorial level. The titles point to the ‘same’ tale in all three cases, and the brothers Grimm refer to the 1810 tale in their \textit{Anhang} to the 1812 tale\(^{28}\).

However, at the thematic level, the three tales are not identical: In 1810 there is no father, only a stepmother who resents her stepdaughter and resents her stepdaughter’s success in love. \ldots // 21 ...

Her suitor is (presumably) the neighbouring duke. The girl runs away, becomes a shoe-polisher at the duke’s court and finally reveals her identity by putting her ring, a love token, under a piece of bread brought with some soup: it is a love triangle, where a mother interferes on behalf of her daughter; the stepdaughter runs away to her lover and shows him she can do housework and cook, and marries him\(^{29}\). The similarities to the 1812 tale are few: (a) the girl gets one of the humblest positions imaginable; (b) appears disguised at a ball; and (c) makes some good soup.

In the 1812 tale a father wants to marry his daughter and overcomes the obstacles she puts in his way. She runs away and takes along her dresses and the gifts she has received from her bridegroom or fiancé ("Bräutigam"). She is found the next day in the wood by the king, her fiancé ("der König, ihr Bräutigam"). The only fiancé we have heard about is her father whom she promised to marry; sp she must therefore be taken back to her father’s court. After undergoing humiliations, she wants to see her fiancé/father. She appears at the balls in her splendid dresses, makes a soup three times (i. e. shows that she is a good housewife) and puts traditional love tokens in it (a ring = marriage; spinning-wheel and reel = ability to make clothes). In the end she is married to her fiancé/father. As the tale stands, the theme is incest fulfilled: incest is first abhorred, but after humiliations, the girl bows to paternal authority\(^{30}\). The girl regains her place and status thanks to recognition: her looks and her hair remind the king-suitors of his fiancée (his daughter). He recognizes the love tokens as his own gifts, and as they are instrumental for identifying the lowly Allerlei-Rauh as his bride, she, his daughter, herself made sure that she would be recognized by taking them along, when she first ran away from him.

In the 1857 \textit{Allerleiraub} the theme is incest averted: the girl escapes to another king’s court. She appears to him in her splendid, and he therefore falls in love \ldots // 22 \ldots with her: she successfully revolts against paternal authority and marries a high-ranking person. The crucial difference is found in the sentence where we are told that the king-suitor is an outsider whom we have not heard about before: "Da trug es sich zu, daß der König, dem dieser Wald gehörte, darin jagte" ("It so happened that the king who owned this wood was hunting in it"). Obviously the king-suitor does not know the girl beforehand; there is no gradual recognition on his part, and the precious things he finds in the soup arouse curiosity only. The girl is accepted by the king-suitor because of her beauty, and she is considered a princess because of her wonderful dresses: they bring about the happy ending\(^{31}\).
V. 3. 1. Formative elements in the 1812 ‘ideal tale’ and ‘filters’ in the recording

It is inconceivable that Wilhelm Grimm intentionally included a tale about incest in the tale collection, so we must focus on the formative elements leading to the 1812 recording to find an explanation.

One formative element in Dortchen Wild’s ‘ideal tale’ in 1812 was that she had heard another ‘ideal tale’ somewhere. For reasons discussed above (II. 0), the tale recorded and printed may be a tolerably accurate rendering of Dortchen’s ‘ideal tale’. And then we cannot exclude the possibility that her ‘ideal tale’ dealt with incest: perhaps the ‘ideal tale’ she had heard had done so, too; or perhaps she forgot that in the ‘ideal tale’ she thought she retold, the princess had a fiancé before her father fell in love with her.

Another explanation presupposes that some crucial information was left out in a filter so that drop out to have a grave distortion in the tale recorded in relation to the ‘ideal tale’, e. g. ”eben so golden [* und sie war mit dem benachbarten König verlobt]” ("just as golden [* and she was engaged to the neighbouring king]”); or ”die sie von ihrem [* wirklichen (or bisherigen) Bräutigam hatte” ("[the gifts] which she had from her [* real (or present) fiancé”)

Wilhelm may have overlooked a slip of this type because somehow the 1810 spelling of the name Wilhelm Grimm was mixed up with the 1812 recording. There are actually indications to this effect: (a) towards the end of the 1812 tale we meet with the spelling “Rauchmantel” (instead of “Rauhmantel”) which is reminiscent of the 1810 spelling of the name; (b) in the Anhang to this tale, the brothers also refer to ”another recording”, viz. the one in the Olenberger manuscripts - with two differences: ”Allerlei-Rauch” is hyphenated, and the suitor is now ”a foreign prince”. And (c) another tale, the ‘Anhang’ to Der König mit dem Löwen opens with … // 23 … the comments: ”We also find the idea of forgetting the first fiancé in Prinz Schwan ..., and presumably in Allerlei-Rauch”

In brief, it seems as if the 1810 summary made Wilhelm disregard all other readings but one where the girl escapes from her father and goes to her fiancé.

If we accept a slip in the filter of recording, some things in the story make better sense: the girl takes the love tokens along to make sure she is recognized by her fiancé; after the flight she understandably feels ”safe” ("sicher") in the forest; and, of course, she wants to see her fiancé “well” ("recht") at the ball. It explains why she is not recognized on account of her dresses, including the coat of fur; and why it is the love tokens, one of which is a "Treuring"; an engagement ring, that lead to the revelation of her identity.

At all events, the 1812 recording’s phrases, including the definite article used in reference to the hunting king-suitor, identify him with the king-father. Therefore the 1812 tale would appear indecent to some readers, and indecency was one of Wilhelm’s explicit reasons for expurgating tales, phrases and words. Jacob Grimm seems to have realized the problem as he added “sounds false” in the margin of the tale. Small wonder that the central theme was changed in new editions: incest is one of the strongest taboos among human beings.

V. 4. Changes in the norm systems

Other ‘ideological’ changes were determined by Wilhelm’s orientation of the tales towards an audience of German children.

V. 4.1. The religious elements

The only religious feature in the 1812 tale is that the princess considers incest "this ungodly enterprise". In 1857 the councillors lecture the king-father on the blasphemous character of his plan and God’s prohibition against incest, while the girl prays to God when she runs away.

V. 4.2. Cruelty and violence

Cruelty and violence are obviously toned down. The coat of fur is made by catching and flaying animals in 1812; in 1857, only a piece of their skin is removed. By the king-suitor’s orders, the girl is tied
behind the cart when she is found in 1812; but after pleading with the huntsmen in 1857, she is put on the cart. In 1812 the king-suitors Allerlei-Rauh take off his boots every night so that he can throw them at her. The king-suitors of 1857 has abandoned this habit, while the girl makes incomprehensible comments to him about having boots thrown at her. And the cook reacts differently when ordered to appear before the king to explain about the tasty "bread-soup": he scolds the maid in 1812; in 1857 he gets scared.

V. 4. 3. The characters

V. 4.3. 1. The cook

As the girl works well in 1812, the cook frequently gives "her some of the leftovers to eat"; he permits her to leave so that she has time to appear incognito at the ball, and he only requests her to make the soup - which she then uses to reveal her identity. He readily tells that it was the girl who made the soup, and thus fully deserves his reward at the end. Although the 1857 cook also permits the girl to watch at the ball, he does not treat her to anything special; he even tries to get credit for making the good soup, only to be revealed as a liar by the king. The decent and compassionate employer of 1812 has been replaced by a mean character in 1857.

V. 4.3. 2. The girl

The 1812 princess asks her father to procure the dresses because she is wise. She sets the wedding for the next day in order to run away. She keeps quiet when she is found in the wood. She lies to the king-suitors about her father and her identity, and then runs off unceremoniously. She is good at kitchen work. She washes before undressing. And as she has doffed her star-dress, she must be naked under her coat of fur: she is truly the embodiment of the incestuous impulses she herself recognizes as her motive for getting into contact with the king, her father: ("now for once, I might see my beloved fiancé again"). Since she also chides the king-suitors about boot-throwing, we get the picture of a girl of independence, willfulness and guile, who can stand rough handling. Her recognition is decided upon and brought about by herself. ...

The girl of 1857 is different. When she hears about her father's incestuous wishes, she is scared and hopes that he will abandon the idea: it is vaguely hinted that she wants to save him, not herself, which is why she demands the dresses: "it is impossible to procure them, and thus I shall put an end to my father's wicked plans". The king demands that the wedding take place the next day; so she is forced to leave. In so doing, she commits herself to God, who therefore determines the eventual outcome. When found in the wood she is scared and asks for protection because she is an orphan. We are not told why she goes to the ball. When she makes the soup she does "her best"; so its superb quality must be due to luck rather than competence. Facing the king-suitors, she only leaves when she is sent away after having made a meaningless comment about boots. And when her identity is revealed in the end, the king-suitors knows that she is wearing the starry dress under the fur, and will therefore not be exposed to uncouth glances. In brief, she is decent, prompted by unselfishness, and guided by religion. She does little on her own and asks for protection. Usually she does as directed, and there is little initiative on her part.

V. 4. 3. 3. The king-father

The king-father of 1812 recognizes that his late wife's wish and his councillors' admonition have placed him in a quandary which can be solved only by marrying his daughter. The sudden love turns out to be passionate lust which the girl terms "godless". The king-father of 1857 sees his daughter and her similarity to her mother, and therefore falls in love with her. The fact that no one else can fulfill the requirements is his rationalization when he tells the councillors, who openly warn him about this act against the law of God - but he perseveres. The emphasis is subtly different: the 1812 king is car-
ried away by despair and unbridled passion. In 1857 the royal feelings are more coolly immoral and override even references to the Bible: this king is truly unscrupulous, for there are no extenuating circumstances.

\textit{V. 4. 3. 4. The king-suitor}

The king-suitor of 1812 feels that the unknown beauty at the ball is actually his fiancée, becomes more and more certain, and clinches the discovery by means of his own engagement ring. The king-suitor of 1857 falls in love with an unknown girl in beautiful dresses, and he personally uncovers the connection between the bread-soup and the kitchen-maid. However, these important differences must be ascribed to the change in motivation once the incest theme is suppressed.

\textit{V. 4. 4. The authority, status, and actions of kings}

The \textit{1812} king-father has some authority, as he can have the dresses made, and yet no more than that his councillors can "admonish" him to get married. The \textit{1812} king-suitor can issue orders to his hunters, have his guards questioned, and summon the cook and the maid. But he is
held in little awe: the cook dares take … // 26 … time out to scold the girl when summoned instead of dashing off to his royal master. And the maid gets away with criticism of his unregal behaviour and then runs away without permission.

In the 1857 tale, the king-father’s authority permits him to override the councillor’s objections to his marriage plans. Primarily, however, he is the ruler and a model for his country: he must remarry because the councillors are concerned about the good of the country: ”the king must marry again so that we get a queen”. His incestuous plans make them appeal to his importance, and to the fact that the realm ”will be drawn along into ruin”. He is in charge, and it is he who sets the day of the wedding. And the 1857 king-suitor is held in awe: the cook’s first reaction when summoned is to get scared; and the maid does not leave until the king dismisses her. Both kings of 1857 issue orders and commands throughout the tale. Conversely, the 1812 kings command only in traditional hierarchies: during hunts and in households.

The behaviour of the 1812 kings also stands out on other occasions: the king-father personally brings the wonderful dresses to the princess, which is decidedly unregal. The king-suitor qualifies as a country clod: he throws boots at the maid at night; when she enters the ballroom, he is crudely direct, as at a country dance: ”at once the king put out his hand to dance”; the moment he sees his ring on her finger, he tears off her coat of fur; his food habits are modest-he is a great connoisseur of ”breadsoup”; and it is emphasized that it is his favourite dish after a ball.

In 1857 the king-father has the coat of fur brought (by others) to his daughter and then displays it himself. The king-suitor does not throw his boots around, and at the ball he behaves with some decorum: ”the king approached her, gave her his hand, and danced with her”. He can immediately see through the cook’s lie, and when he eventually tears off the girl’s coat of fur, he has already seen the star-dress underneath it, so that he is sure that she is not naked. He, too, is a connoisseur of ”breadsoup”; although his liking for it is less pronounced: ”he liked it as much as last time” (vs. 1812: ”The king ate the soup and it seemed even better to him.”)

There are thus differences in the view of royalty in 1812 and 1857. The latter is unquestionably more realistic in so far as the king gets his soup from a tureen, and has things taken to people by servants. But there is more to it: the 1812 kings are no better than the heads - or the eldest sons - of many country households. The kings of 1857 are exalted personages whose prime duty is to serve their country. A wicked king is a menace to his people. And the model king is just, respected, held in awe, and a gentleman born and bred. Within the limitations imposed by the plot, the norm system dominating monarchy has been changed in the editorial filter and has become bourgeois.

V. 4. 5. Additional, minor points about the social system in the 1812 tale

There are other indications that the social system of the 1812 tale seems to reflect a more humble way of life than that of Wilhelm Grimm. This implies that the narrator of the ‘ideal tale’ which formed part of Dortchen Wild’s ‘ideal tale’ was from the so-called ‘lower classes’. An indication of this is the description of the making of the coat of fur: in 1812 the animals are flayed as anyone from the country would know - whereas the 1857 tale has the unrealistic view that one can catch animals and then remove a piece of their hides. Another indication concerns living and transportation at the king-suitor’s castle: servants would not live tinder some stairs in a dark place in a castle - but they might do so in farms or in some households in towns. And whereas the 1857 tale is vague about how the unknown princess might have left the castle after the ball, the 1812 story’s guardsmen had seen no one ”go out of the house” (”gehen”) - surely a modest mode of conveyance.
The third set of indications ties in with the way the girl reveals her identity. First, a reel and a spinning-wheel would be odd love tokens for a royal couple. But in the country they would symbolize the ability to make clothes and would connect with the custom of engaged couples to exchange homemade gifts. Secondly, they are found in the food: at farms - where food would be served in a bowl - the ‘king’ would automatically find the love tokens. But although a real king would indubitably receive his soup in a tureen as he does in the 1857 tale, he would be unlikely to serve it himself, let alone get to the bottom of it. The fourth indication is the familiarity with all sorts of menial tasks in households, and with maltreatment and hunger: Dortchen Wild might have known about kitchen work. But she is unlikely to have thought up the task of taking off the king’s boots at bedtime - and have them thrown at one’s head. She would probably not consider leftovers a reward, nor bread-soup, a humble meal of old bread, as a major treat by which you could make a great point of delicacy and quality.

V 5. The 1812 ‘ideal tale’ and the editorial filters and orientations

All told, the narrator of the ‘ideal tale’ behind Dortchen Wild’s ‘ideal tale’ appears to have been from the countryside, of a lowly status, intimately familiar with menial kitchen work, with hunger, with mal-
treatment by superiors and lovers. It seems as if Dortchen Wild’s ‘ideal tale’ was fairly close to this original. However, the traces of that narrator’s personality were suppressed or weakened in Wilhelm Grimm’s editorial filters:

Solidarity between underlings disappears. By 1857 they are no longer honest about one another’s deserts, nor do they help one another (by giving or making food); and there is no gratitude for assistance formerly yielded (as when the cook is rewarded in the end). Hints of doubtful hygiene are done away with (such as washing face and hands only, and before undressing); and so are modest tableware and modest modes of conveyance. Brutality towards animals and men is toned down. There is a heavy infusion of religious elements. The girl’s behaviour is guided by a norm system rewarding piety, unselfishness, inactivity, prettiness, obedience, and dependence. Kings become focal points in their countries, whose fate depends on their uprightness and respectability. … // 28 …

And the structure and theme of the tales are different. In the tale of 1812 there is incest, in 1857 incest averted. The gradual recognition of the princess in 1812, brought about by herself by means of love tokens, her wisdom, her looks, and her competence in the kitchen, has disappeared in favour of a plot where the action is guided by God and the happy ending is brought about by chance.

VI. 0. Concluding remarks

We have argued that discussions of folktales would be more meaningful if we accepted that they existed briefly as ‘ideal tales’ in a narrative contract, and that discussions of recorded tales should take into account later filters and orientations. We chose a Grimm tale to illustrate how these filters can be discussed, because this tale seemed particularly promising, once our attention had been called to it. However, we have also shown that there were different filters and orientations at work in the Grimm tales all the time from 1810 (1807) to 1857.

In the first few years there is some fidelity towards the narrator. And it is at a moment when this is of prime importance that Wilhelm Grimm records the ‘ideal tale’ of Allerlei-Rauch from Dortchen Wild, which must have seemed a near-perfect version of ‘the same tale’ which he knew only as a summary. Later, Wilhelm’s orientation towards the new middle-class reading public, especially children, influenced his views of the recording from 1812. And the new changes went way beyond what could be termed ‘stylistic changes’: the theme, the plot, and the norm system changed so much that the two tales are not ‘the same’.

This is in keeping with the introduction of middle-class norm systems in other tales, which as Ellis notes, were purged of “content [the brothers Grimm] found objectionable: successful crime, sex, suicide, illegitimate birth, wanton violence between children and family members”40. The claim that the brothers Grimm gave back to the German nation its own treasured and almost forgotten tales rests on sand: Wilhelm Grimm adapted some folk-material to middle-class norms at a time when the middle classes were rising and assuming positions of power all over Europe in spiritual and social life. Linda Dég Pé is right in assuming that the collection was popular because it reinforced middle-class norms41.

It is, however, doubtful that ”the Grimms deliberately deceived their public by concealing or actually misstating the facts [that their immediate informants were literate middle-class friends], in order to give an impression of ancient German folk origin for their material which they knew was utterly false” 42; for in the Grimm ideology of Naturpoesie individual narrators are arbitrary, and the only repository of a tale is the whole nation. Wilhelm Grimm sought, and thought he approached original, artistic, and uncorrupted Urformen over the years. Ellis is hardly justified in doubting the brothers’ integrity43: to Wilhelm Grimm there… // 29 …discrepancy between the forewords of 1812 and 1819; for both statements are compatible with the Naturpoesie ideology - however may appear to us.

We know that virtually all the brothers’ informants were middle-class people, but in many tales - including this one - there is a layer of non-middle-class behind these norms could not have originated in a
bourgeois milieu. Wilhelm Grimm did his best to suppress this layer; yet it is proof that somewhere many Grimm tales, there must have been ‘ideal tales’ told in an authentic folk tradition. True, some tales derive from written sources, e. g. Charles Perrault. And perhaps the Grimms’ friends ‘acted as retellers of stories remembered from childhood’ but, if so, we should expect them to exhaust their (inactive?) repertoires fairly soon, and they did not.

Therefore, Dortchen Wild and her Allerlei-Rauh gain significance: she supplied the brothers with more than a dozen tales, and in so far as they are dated, they came in spurts. As her family went around on trips, we suggest that on such trips she heard ‘ideal tales’ which she passed on to Wilhelm Grimm. This would explain the layer of lower-class norms in the present tale. It also leads to another hypothesis: perhaps Wilhelm Grimm collected some tales by having friends tell him ‘ideal tales’ they had heard in other districts. Such tales, of course, would be new ‘ideal tales’ when they were passed on to Wilhelm. But it would tally with Wilhelm’s claim that the tales ‘derived’ from identified localities, although they were told to him by middle-class friends in Kassel. And it would also explain the unusually high number of narrators (“active bearers”) among his acquaintances.

Whatever view we take of the Grimm collection, it is obvious that Ellis is right in claiming that is does not constitute authentic folk material, at least not overtly. It is not correct to say that the brothers Grimm founded comparative folklore by their methods of collecting material; but they did so in two other ways: firstly, by means of their programmatic statements where they insisted that their material was authentic, since this was taken in earnest by others who looked at the spiritual beacon only, at the idea of accuracy, and not the material itself. And, secondly, because of their scholarly comments on the tales they printed.

However, the most important literary aspect about the tales of the brothers Grimm falls beyond the scope of the present article. It is true that the orientations they wrought on the tales are not acceptable when the tales are viewed as folkloristic material. But they were prompted by romantic and nationalist feelings … which were legitimate in themselves. And the brothers Grimm were so successful in this effort that they created a collection of stories which are now part of the international cultural heritage.
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